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Bangkok is the capital of Thailand, the Suvarnabhumi International Airport is the pivotal point from
where a traveler can reach many places of attraction not only in Thailand but also all important
tourism points in South East Asian region, particularly leisure providing Beach resorts with which the
entire region is endowed with and a trip to Bangkok will enable a traveler to visit all these places.

A typical Trip to Bangkok would have the following types of packages:

â€¢Ayutthaya tours , such as 2 days cycling, Grand Pearl, Day trip, Highlights cycling, Night cycling,
River Sun Cruise, Historical Segway and Mekhala cruise

â€¢Bangkok Night life shows, such as Calypso Lady boy show, Siam Niramat

â€¢Beyond the City tours, Such as Bangkok Floating Market, Flight of Gibbon, Khao Yai National
Park, Pattaya Coral Island, River Kwai Tour

Bangkokâ€™s beautiful gleaming temples and magnificent grand palace are exciting places to visit in a
trip to Bangkok. The three most important temples to be visited during Trip to Bangkok are Wat
traimit, Wat Pho and Wat Benjabophit.

Grand palace was the seat of the King and his court of Thailand from 18th to mid 20th Centurary
and  the most elegant and undoubtedly one of the wonders of the world, Wat Phra Kaew, the temple
of the emerald Buddha, is situated in its premises.

What is special with Pattaya tour is the coral island part of it, Koh Lan, where the traveler is taken to
a glass bottomed boat to watch the water species of rare specimen, besides enjoying a number of
water sports, which include swimming, scuba diving, snorkeling or simply lying down in the white
sweet sand to enjoy the pleasantness of the bright sun from above.

In Pattaya tour, however, there are various other attractions which a traveler would love to visit,
such as

â€¢The biggest Buddha image

â€¢Panoramic view of the hill

â€¢Santury of truth

â€¢Silvertake Winery

â€¢Pattaya Floating Market

â€¢Mini Siam

â€¢The Million Year Stone Park and Crocodile Farm

â€¢Pattaya Elephant Village
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Flight tickets for Bangkok trip can be bought from all the international destinations and various cities
in India and many travel agencies facilitate online ticket booking and there are daily flights from all
the metro cities of India, likewise from all major destinations of the world for that matter.

Many travel agencies offer very attractive Trip to Bangkok packages and each of the packages have
impressive places of visit, whilst the  hospitality and local transport expenses included in the tour
price, which is affordable for any kind of budget.
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a Pattaya Tour	- Book Pattaya Tours & travel packages at MakeMyTrip. Pattaya Tour &
holiday Packages can be customized. Plan a tourism, travel to Pattaya and its various tourist
attractions with Pattaya holiday packages. Explore exciting Pattaya Tourism with cheap vacation
packages.
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